
of the (later) feature of which it was part is not clear.

A notable feature of Vicarage Field ie the 'rampart' which follows the
line of the Romandefences. Our section showthat it was not Roman,
and in the west its highest point overlies the Romanditchee. It
consists of a thick moundof black earth, up to 4' deep, in the midst
of which (in the west) there bad been an attempt to build a stone
revetment from _terial robbed froll the Romanwall. Moatof the pottery
from this layer was Roman,but a fev sherds of rough green-glazed jar
suggest that the 'rampart' and 'wall' is of Mediaevaldate, perhaps
thirteenth or fourteenth century. In this context it is worth noting
that Lancaster has a single grant of muragein 1316. The defences may
be connected with the pr:l.oryor castle.

LANCASTEREXCAVATIONS1973 - THEBATHHOmEbx G.M.Leathu:

In 1950 Professor Sir !an Richmondfound an 'external bastion' in the
Northern Vicarage fields, followed in 1958, by-a 3rd centUZ'1'courtyard
house'. In 1970, adjacent to the WeryWall in the sa_ area, a 4th
century defensive ditch (5) was discovered. Professor Jones, in 1973,
identified part of a bath house (2) lD1dtrthe WeryWall (S).

The present excavations, originally plalmed for A.pril 1973, were postponed
because of Profe.sor Jane.' work in the Hitre Yard. Eventually they were
started at the end of JlD1eand ran for three weeks. This was fortunate
both in the weather and in that 20 lancaster Ro;,al GraJlllll8rSchool boy-s,
whohad finished their '0' levels, were able to provide invaluable help
during the day. Society-members,continuing through the evening, enabled
a 12-hour day-to be maintained for two ot the weeks.

The object of the excavation was to establish the relationship of the ditch,
the courtyard house and the bastion. At the sametime it was intended to
establish the posltion of the courtyard house. As a resu1t of the delay in
starting it was also of great interest to disconr howthe newbath house
fitted into the pattern! It \illS soon apparent that the 'bastion' was the
east wall of part of the bath hOUH,which was found to be nearly 16 feet
(4.7m) (east to west) by 14 feet (4.2m) (north to south), and standing up
to 5 feet (1.5m) high in the SWcorner.

Wall flues occur around the walls with the exception of a short stretch
in the NWcorner which must have been below the entrance door.

Stone and stone-with-tile pillar. are in situ, set out for floor supports.
Over the fire tunnel the concrete floor is intact above a stone arch. A
small portion was also extant in the SWcorner. Within this area (1) soot
and debris was generally 500uv'mdeep. This comprisedpainted wall plaster,
timber, stone roof til •• , clay ridse tiles and sundrY'small items.

The most excitirig discovery was the fact that the 4th century ditch (5)
had been cut straight through the bath house from west to east. This ' ••.',.
must have been an urgent operation for the building had not been dismantled .
where it could be left. Further to the north, and at a higher level, the
'courtyard house' was located. .A.mall portion has been uncovered and



another lesser hypocaust has been exposed. (3) It would now seem that
the whole of thie building IlUst be associated with the bath house.

It is clear that the hypocaust was probably under the Caldarium or hot
room (1). This wae probably built for the use of the Flavian fort, c.
100 AD. It was soon extended (2) to the south with an additional bath
which necessitated the re-orientation ot the fire tunnel as the stoke
hole had also to be movedvestward to accOlDDodatethe extension. The
new stoke hole was to serve both roo.. This change of direction probably
caused overheating in the NEcorner so that so•• wall flues were blocked.

+ AI>inscription (RIB 60;) indicates that the bath house was rebuilt .&boutr 262 ADby the Ala Sebosiana. It was apparently in decay. It is probable
that the Courtyard Building (3) represents th1e rebuilding.

Amongthe small finds was a 'hoard' of 1; coins, dated between 270-293,
and found near the fire tWUlel and at the 500m/. level.

Troubles around 297 AD.x have prompted someoneto hide the coins at
the end of the fire tunnel, which would have been easier for a left handed
rather than a right handed person. There was by that time a considerable
depth of soot etc on the floor. It has also been suggested that the coins,
which had already been deposited, were thrown to the poeition in which they
were found during ditch construction.

The Ditah and WeryWall were bull t after 330 ADby which time the whole
area had been cleared of buildings - largely to construct the WeryWall
and to clear its line of fire. Thus the rebuilt bathhouse had a life
of only about 70 years.

The bath house was roofed with diamond shaped stone tiles, nailed to rough
battens probably on rough unsaw rafters. The ridge (or ridges) 'Were
covered by red clay half round tiles. It is possible that the part of a
plastered etone column recovered, supported a central apex of a 4-way
pi tched roof. An undecipherable coin had been affixed to the roof tmder
a lead flashing - probably on its completion. The building was finally
pushed downfrom its south-west corner, towards the east, to fill the
basement, presumably at the time that the ditch was constructed.

It is very encouraging that Lancaster City has provided the Society with
funds to consolidate this discovery and to excavate the whole construction.
This maybe a five year project but the end result could well be an
interesting and rewarding building whose dimensions maybe 150 feet (45m)
by perhaps 50 feet (15m) width, although it is certain that the eastern
side has been }:6rtly eroded away. There are also other adjacent buildings
and a series of defensive ditches within the area.
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